Deep learning based computer vision fails to work when labeled images are scarce. Recently, Meta learning algorithm has been confirmed as a promising way to improve the ability of learning from few images for computer vision. However, previous Meta learning approaches expose problems: 1) they ignored the importance of attention mechanism for the Meta learner; 2) they didn't give the Meta learner the ability of well using the past knowledge which can help to express images into high representations, resulting in that the Meta learner has to solve few shot learning task directly from the original high dimensional RGB images. In this paper, we argue that the attention mechanism and the past knowledge are crucial for the Meta learner, and the Meta learner should be trained on high representations of the RGB images instead of directly on the original ones. Based on these arguments, we propose two methods: Attention augmented Meta Learning (AML) and Representation based and Attention augmented Meta Learning(RAML). The method AML aims to improve the Meta learner's attention ability by explicitly embedding an attention model into its network. The method RAML aims to give the Meta learner the ability of leveraging the past learned knowledge to reduce the dimension of the original input data by expressing it into high representations, and help the Meta learner to perform well. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models, with state-of-the-art few shot learning performances on several few shot learning benchmarks. The source code of our proposed methods will be released soon to facilitate further studies on those aforementioned problem.
Introduction
Deep learning based computer vision system has recently achieved great success and has shown its outstand- * denotes equal contribution.
ing performance in many applications, such as object classification [14, 27, 13] , semantic segmantation [16, 5] , face recongnition [32, 31] etc.
However, the deep learning based computer vision is still struggling when labeled data is scarce [29, 9] . As a comparison, human vision system is so smart that human can efficiently learn new object with great performance from few images. Obviously, current computer vision still lag behind human vision greatly.
Recently, several Meta learning approaches [4, 3, 25, 7, 17, 24, 23, 19] have improved the ability of learning from few data for the computer vision system. Different from the ordinary deep learning approaches which train the network on a distribution of data, the Meta learning approach trains a Meta learner on a distribution of tasks instead of data, so that the Meta learner can generalize well on tasks never seen before which are sampled from this distribution.
Even with the above improvement, previous Meta learner still did not shorten the distance with human vision greatly, which is mainly because: 1) given a specific task with few data, and no attention mechanism [30, 33, 12, 20, 28, 18, 11] , these Meta learners are not capable of paying attention to the most distinguishable features of the input images to solve this task; 2) these Meta learners can not well use the past learned knowledge to express the input images into high representations accurately, and they have to update themselves quickly according to the few original high dimensional input RGB images, which is shown as Figure. 1(a).
In this paper, we propose our idea that the attention mechanism is important for the Meta learner, and the Meta learner should take full advantage of the past learned knowledge to accurately express the input data into high representations with low dimension, and the Meta learner should update itself according to the high representations instead of the original input data, which is shown as Figure.1 
(b).
To better understand the motivation of our idea, it is necessary to take an example which shows in Figure. 2 to briefly analyze the few shot learning process of human intelligence. The Meta learner which is separated into representation module and AAO module. The representation module is a module that well using its past knowledge to reduce the dimension of the input data by expressing the data into high representations (feature), and the AAO module is trained to quickly adjust itself based on the high representations.
In Figure. 2, there are six images belonging to two image classes, 4 labeled images are training data, and 2 unlabeled images are testing data. Now, we are required to category the two unlabeled images, image (c) is probably labeled as 1, due to containing table. This feature is not only the same feature with the other images labeled as 1, but also different from the images labeled as 2. Similarly, image (f) is probably labeled as 2, due to containing tree.
In this example, these images have several features, such as plant, animal, tree, table etc. However, only the feature of containing tree or table is useful for us to category these two images correctly, and we quickly pay attention to the key feature and neglect the others, manifesting the important role of attention mechanism.
It should be noted that it is easy for us to get these meaningful features of these images, because we have learned the knowledge about the world before the few shot learning task, and we well use our knowledge to express these images into high representations exactly. Meanwhile, our expression about these images are constant, but we have to quickly adjust our attention and decision logical to fit this task.
Therefore, we can see two main modules in the few shot learning process: a representation module that is to utilize the past knowledge to express images into meaningful high representations, and an attention based decision logical module that is to update quickly to fit the new few shot learning task.
In the above example, it is obvious that we didn't do the few shot learning task directly based on the high dimensional RGB images. Instead, we firstly express each image into high representations with lower dimension space, and secondly reduce the representation's dimension by quickly changing our attention to select the key feature of the high representations. Based on the feature which we select, it is Figure 2 : A simple few shot image classification task.
exceedingly easy for us to adjust our decision logic to fit the few shot learning task. As a comparison, previous Meta learning approaches trains the Meta learner to do a much harder work, that is, the Meta learner is forced to quickly adjust its total network to fit the few shot learning task based on the original high dimensional input images.
Inspired by the few shot learning process of human vision system, and to help the Meta learner to do a better work, we propose two methods: 1) Improving Meta learner's ability of learning from few data by explicitly embedding attention mechanism into it. We call this method as Attention augmented Meta learning(AML). This method makes the Meta learner be capable of paying more attention on the key feature. 2) Easy the Meta learner's work by separating its total network into two modules: representation module and Attention Augmented Output(AAO) module. The architecture of the network is shown in Figure. 1(b), and these two modules are trained separately in two stages. The representation module should be pre-trained by supervised learning to learn enough knowledge, and it is equivalent to the same module of human intelligence.
In the Meta learning stage, the Meta learner will be trained to quickly adjust the AAO module based on the high representations that the pre-trained representation module provides. Obviously, the AAO module plays the same role as the attention based decision logical module of human vision system. We call this method as Representation module based and Attention augmented Meta learning(RAML).
The main contributions of our work are:
• Analyze the problems of previous Meta learning approaches, and propose our viewpoint that both the attention mechanism and the past knowledge are crucial for the Meta learner, and the Meta learner should be trained on high representations of the input data instead of the original data; • Based on our viewpoints, we design two methods: Attention augmented Meta learning(AML) and Attention augmented Meta learning(RAML).
• By lots of experiments, we attained state-of-the-art performance on several few shot learning benchmarks both with methods AML and RAML, showing the rationality of our viewpoint and methods.
Related Work

Meta learning
A N-way, K-shot learning task means there is a support set and a query set for the Meta learner. The support set contains K examples for each of the N classes, and the query set contains L examples for each of the N classes. Meta learning has been shown as a promising way to solve the few shot learning problem, and most of the Meta learning approaches train the Meta learner on the N-way, K-shot learning tasks in the following way: firstly, the Meta learner is required to inner-update itself according to the support set; secondly, the Meta learner exams the effect of the inner-update operation by calculating its loss on the query set, thirdly, by minimizing the loss on the query set, the Meta learner is forced to learn a great weight initializer (the initialized weight is easily inner-updated by simplely gradient descent to perform well on the query set [7] ), or a skillful weight updater (accurately inner-updating the Meta learner's weight [24] ), or both [17] , or to memorize the information of the support set and to perform well on the query set based on the memory [19] .
Reptile [23] which trains the Meta learner only with first order gradient also force the Meta learner to learn the weight initializer. In our paper, we use the Meta-SGD approach [17] as our basic Meta learning approach for its excellent performance and feasibility.
Metric Learning
Some researchers have tried to solve the few shot learning problem by metric learning. The principal of these approaches is straight-forward, that is, to train a non-linear mapping function that represents images in an embedding space. After this training, the embedding of images belonging to different classes are easy to be distinguished by simple nearest neighbor or linear classifiers. Matching network [29] trains the mapping function using a neural network, and categorizes the test images to the class where images have the most similar embedding with them, and the similarity is measured by the Cosine distance between embedding. Prototypical Network [26] is an approach similar to Matching network, whereas the similarity between embedding is measured by Euclidean distance. Compared with Meta learning approaches, the disadvantage of the above kinds of metric learning based approaches is obvious: they are not easily applicable to other domains, such as reinforcement learning [21, 22] and regression. 
. Problem of learning from few data
Learning from few data is extremely difficult for the deep learning based computer vision system. This is mainly because there are too much weight in the deep neural network, and the input data is represented in a large dimension space, usually tens or hundreds of thousands dimension space is required.
For the image classification task, it is difficult for few images, in such a large dimension space of one category, to reflect the characteristic of this category accurately. However, human vision system can get the characteristic of a new category from few images by firstly expressing them into high representations and secondly paying attention to the key features of the high representations, and both help human to understand the characteristic of the category with few images.
Previous Meta learning approaches help computer vision system to learn from few data a lot. However, they train the Meta learner to quickly adjust its network to fit the few shot learning task directly on the few original high dimensional input images, and ignore the importance of attention mechanism and the past knowledge, which can help the Meta learner to perform well.
In this paper, to counter the problem the previous Meta learning approaches expose, we propose two methods: Attention augmented Meta Learning(AML) and Representaion based and Attention augmented Meta Learning(RAML).
AML
Method AML aims to improve the Meta learner's attention ability by explicitly embedding an attention model into its network, and the attention model will help the Meta learner to pay attention on the key features.
The network architecture of the Meta learner is shown in Figure. 3. An attention model is inserted explicitly, and the forward calculation is shown as Eq. 1. The feature γ which the CNN outputs is firstly fed into the attention model, and the final feature γ α is the channel-wise multiplication be- Figure 4 : (a) The network structure used in method RAML. The Meta learner is composed of representation module and the AAO (attention augmested output) module. The PC (pre-trained classification) module is used to pre-train the representation module. (b) An example that interpreting the principal of soft attention mechanism for few shot learning.
tween the attention mask m and the original feature γ, and the classifier output the final prediction p.
Where F CN N , F Att , F channel , F Cla are the functions of the CNN, attention model, channel-wise multiplication and the classification layer respectively. Moreover, x is the input data, θ cnn is the weight of the CNN, θ att is the weight of the attention model, and p is the final prediction of the classification layer with the weight θ cla .
By embedding the attention model explicitly, the Meta learner will be more capable to adjust its attention to the more useful feature in the few shot learning task, and will help the classifier to do a better few shot learning work. Corresponding experiments show the positive effect of attention mechanism, and we analyze the feature distribution of γ and γ α in the feature analysis section. It is clear that γ α is more distinguishable than γ.
RAML
Method RAML aims to give the Meta learner the ability of both well using the past learned knowledge and the attention mechanism. To achieve that, we seperate the Meta learner's network into two modules: representation module and AAO module. The representation module is used to learn knowledge on the other dataset by supervised learning, e.g. MiniImagenet-900 dataset(a dataset we organized to pre-train the representation module, and the detail about it will be introduced in the experiment section). The AAO module is the module which also embeds an attention model and can be adjusted efficiently to fit the new few shot learning task by the Meta learner.
The network structure of Meta learner is shown in Figure.4(a) . The Pre-trained Classification(PC) module does not belong to the Meta learner, and it is only used to pretrain the representation module. The Meta learner is composed by the representation module and the AAO module, and the training process can be separated into two stages: pre-training stage and Meta training stage.
In the pre-training stage, the representation module and the PC module will be trained on classification task on the MiniImagenet-900 dataset.
After the pre-training stage, the representation module has learned knowledge from the MiniImagenet-900 dataset, and by utilizing the learned knowledge, the Meta learner can express the original input image into high representations which are suitable to differentiate different image classes. In method RAML, the representation module can be built up by many kinds of network. We use the ResNet-50 network [10] as the representation module in our paper.
In the Meta training stage, for the Meta learner not forgetting the learned knowledge, we fix the pre-trained representation module totally, and the Meta learner only needs to learn how to solve the few shot learning task by quickly adjusting its AAO module based on the low dimensional meaningful features provided by the representation module, which is a simpler work compared with that of the Meta learner in AML method.
It should be noted that the dataset used in the pre-training stage is different with that in the meta-training stage. In the meta training stage, the Meta learner is trained on the MiniImagenet dataset, whereas in the pre-training stage, representation module of the Meta learner is trained on MiniImagenet-900 dataset, and there is no image class overlaps between these two dataset.
Attention model
In this paper, we use soft attention mechanism to build up the attention model, and the Figure4(b) is used to better understand the processing of the soft attention mechanism for Meta learner. Although the soft attention mechanism is not same with the attention mechanism in human vision system, it still plays similiar role with the human attention mechanism and will help the Meta learner to pay attention to the key features. The inner structure of attention model and the shape of corresponding features are shown in Figure. 5, and the computation process of attention model is shown as Eq.2. The feature γ is firstly global-average-pooled to get feature γ , and then a convolution layer coupled with a sigmoid activation layer are used to calculate the attention mask m from the feature γ . The attention model can be seen as a network that predict the importance of each channel of the feature map and get the attention mask m by analyzing the total feature of the input data.
Where F avg is the global-average-pooling function, and the σ is the sigmoid activation function.
Our attention model is different with SENet's [12] . In one aspect, our purpose of using attention model is to improve the Meta learner's ability to quickly adjust itself to pay attention to the important features of high representations, whereas SENet uses attention mechanism through all blocks. In another aspect, attention model's network structure is different, and we have found that SENet's attention model works not as good as ours in the few shot learning problem.
Experiments
In this section, we will present results and some details of our experiments, and the dataset we used. More details about our experiments will be provided in the supplementary material. All our experimental code is based on the Tensorflow library [1] .
Dataset
We used several kinds of dataset in all our experiments: MiniImagenet [24] , Omniglot [15] , MiniImagenet-900 and Places2 [35] , in all our experiments. MiniImagenet [24] is a dataset that popularly used for evaluating the performance of Meta learning algorithm, it contains totally 100 image classes, including 64 training classes, 12 validation classes, and 24 testing classes. Each image class with 600 images are sampled from the ImageNet dataset [6] . Omniglot [15] is another widely used dataset for few shot learning problem, it contains 50 different alphabets and totally 1623 characters from these alphabets, and each character has 20 images that hand drawn by 20 different people. MiniImagenet-900 dataset is designed to pre-train the representation module in method RAML, it is composed of 900 image classes. Each image class and the corresponding images is collected from the original ImageNet dataset, and each image class contains about 1300 images. It should be noted that there is no image class in MiniImageNet-900 is coincided with the classes from the MiniImagenet dataset. Places2 [35] is a dataset used for scene classification. In this paper, we also validate method RAML by pre-training the representation module on Place2 dataset.
In our work, for a fairly comparison with the previous few shot learning and Meta learning methods, we resize all the images of MiniImagenet, MiniImagenet-900 and Places2 to 84*84 resolution, and resize all the images of Omniglot to 28*28 resolution.
Experiment on MiniImagenet
On the MiniImagenet dataset, we test our method AML and RAML, and both of the two methods work very well and attain several state of the art performance on this dataset.
AML experiment
In the method AML, we improve the Meta learner's ability of learning from few data by explicitly embedding attention mechanism into its network, and train it by Meta-SGD approach. The structure of the Meta leaner's network is shown in Figure. 3, both the network of the attention mechanism and the classifier is a simple fully-connect layer. We set the hyper-parameter of K for 5way 1shot and 5way 5shot tasks to 1 and 5 respectively, whereas the L (image number of each class in query set) is always set to 15.
The experimental result of our method AML on the MiniImagenet is shown in Tab. 2, we attained the stateof-the-art on the 5-way 5-shot image classification task: 69.46%(compared with original Meta-SGD, we rise up the Meta learner's performance by 8.5%).
RAML experiment
In the method RAML, we give the Meta learner the ability of both utilizing the past knowledge and the attention mechanism by dividing the Meta learner's total network into representation module and AAO module, and these two mod-ules are trained in different ways in two stages: pre-training stage and the Meta training stage.
In the pre-training stage of RAML method, the representation module and PC module were trained together by supervised learning with MiniImagenet-900 dataset. The representation module is a modified ResNet-50 network which can be fed with the image of 84*84 resolution in RGB color space, and the PC module is a simple fully-connect layer followed by a Softmax-output layer. In the Pre-training stage, we set the batch size to 256, and the learning rate to 0.001, and decay the learning rate to 0.0001 after 30000 iterations, and use L2 normalization and dropout operation to prevent over-fitting. Finally, the representation module together with the PC module get a 57.39% classification accuracy on the 900 way classification task on the MiniImagenet-900 dataset.
After the pre-training stage, in the Meta training stage, we fix the weights of the representation module, and train the AAO module by Meta-SGD algorithm. The hyperparameters of the Meta training process is shown in Tab.1. Experimental result is shown in Tab.2. Compared with method AML, method RAML improves the Meta learner's performance more greatly, the accuracy of 5-way 1-shot task rises up from 52.25% to 63.66%, and the accuracy of 5-way 5-shot task rises up from 69.46% to 80.49%.
The most likely reason why RAML performs so well is: before the meta training stage, the representation module has learned the knowledge and the ability to understand the input image, and provides meaningful high representaions and features of the input image. In the Meta training stage, by fixing the representation module, the Meta learner's work becomes easier because it only needs to learn how to quickly adjust the AAO module according to the meaningful features the representation module provided, and do not need to take care of the original high dimensional input data. While the Meta learner trained by AML has to adjust the total network when faced with a new few shot learning task, and has to adjust its network and make decision according to the original high dimensional input data, which is a harder work than that of the Meta learner of RAML.
Experiment on Omniglot
For the Omniglot dataset, we test AML on 5way 1shot, 5way 5shot, 20way 1shot, 20way 5shot tasks. By referencing to MAML [7] , the architecture of the network we used in the Omniglot experiment is similar to that in the MiniImagenet dataset experiments. The hyper-parameter of the Meta training process is shown in Tab.1, the Meta batch size is set to 32 for 5way tasks, and 16 for 20way tasks. The experimental results is shown in Tab. 3 It is clear that in the 4 few shot image classifacation tasks, our method AML attain state-of-the-art performance Table 2 : Few shot learning performance on MiniImagenet dataset. The accuracy is averaged by the accuracies on 600 few shot classification tasks, with 95% confidence intervals, and all these 600 tasks are randomly generated from the test set of the MiniImagenet dataset. We highlight the best result and the second best result on each task. on 3 of these 4 tasks. Especially on the 20-way 1-shot task, our method AML surpass other methods by a large margin (ompared with the result of original Meta-SGD, AML improves the Meta learner's performance from 95.93% to 98.48%).
Ablation study
In this section, we will confirm the reliability of our methods by ablation experiments.
Ablation study of AML
Firstly, to confirm the promotion effect of attention mechanism for the Meta learning algorithms, we do a lot of experiments to compare the performance of the Meta learner which is attention augmented with its counterpart which is not. The experimental results show in Tab.5 and Tab.4. The performance of the method which has a * mark is the result re-implemented by ourselves. There are some difference between the result of the corresponding paper with that of our re-implementation, which is probably caused by different hyper-parameters or different experiment set- Figure 6 : Visualization of the feature points of the pre-attention feature and the post attention feature of the AML and RAML experiments. The pre-attention feature is the feature γ in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , and the post-feature is the feature γ α . We use PCA algorithm to show the feature in a 2D space, and These feature points are colored by 5 colors, each color represents 1 image class of the 5 image class of the 5-way K-shot image classification task. D1 and D2 are standard deviation of the inner-class distance and the inter-class distance respectively. It is clear that the inner-class distance becomes smaller and the inter class distance becomes larger after the feature were operated by attention mechanism.
ting. The comparison results revealing that in most cases, the attention mechanism improves the Meta learner by a clear margin, demonstrating the reasonablility of our idea and method AML. Furthermore, to test whether the method AML is universal to other Meta learning approaches, we change the Meta learning algorithm in AML from Meta-SGD to MAML, and all the network and hyper-parameters are constant. We mark it as AML(MAML). Corresponding result is shown in Tab. 6. Though the performance of AML(MAML) drop down slightly, it is also comparable, which indicates that our method AML generalizes well to different Meta learning approaches.
As attention mechanism will bring more weights into the Meta learner's network, we do another experiment to validate that the improvement of AML is not caused by the growth of number of weights but the contribution of attention mechanism. The experiment detail is: since the attention model is mainly a convolution layer with kernel size of 1*1, we remove the attention model, and place a convolution layer with kernel size of 1*1 on the top of the feature γ(shown in Fig.3) . We name the Meta learner with this network as OML (Ordinary Meta learning), and its number of weight is the same with that of AML. Corresponding exper- Table 6 : Results of other ablation experiments imental result is shown in Tab.6, and it is clear that OML lags behind AML, which shows that the improvement effect of AML is not caused by the growth of number of weight but the contribution of attention mechanism.
Ablation study of RAML
Similiarly to AML, we also test whether RAML can generalize well to other Meta learning approaches. We validated it by training the AAO module with MAML approach in the meta training stage. We mark it as RAML(MAML), and the experimental result is shown in Tab.6.It is obviously that our method RAML also generalizes well to different Meta learning approaches.
We do another experiment to test how the dataset that used in the pre-training stage affects the Meta learner. We do this experiment by pre-training the representation module on the Places2 [35] dataset, and all the other experiment settings and hyper-parameters are constant with primordial RAML, we mark it as RAML(Places2). Corresponding experimental result shows in Tab.6. It is clear that the dataset used in the pre-training stage affects the Meta learner. The possible reason is that different dataset used in the pretraining stage will lead the representation module to learn different knowledge and features of the input data [2] , and the places2 dataset is a dataset commonly used for scene classification, which result in the representation module to learn the knowledge about scene, and features which it outputs are more suitable for the scene classification task rather than the object classification task.
Feature analyse
To understand the effect of attention mechanism, we reduce the feature γ and γ α (shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 ) into a 2 dim space with PCA algorithm, and visualize them on a 2D plant. As shown in Fig.6 , we visualize γ and γ α of the Meta learner trained on 5way 1 and 5 shot tasks with method AML and that with the method RAML, and each picture contains 500 feature points which represents 500 images of the query set. It is clear that the distribution of γ α is more distinguishable between different image classes than γ, and the standard deviation of the inner-class distance becomes smaller and that of the inter-class distance becomes larger compared with that of γ. The reason of this phenomenon is simple: the attention mechanism makes the Meta learner pays more attention on the key feature, and the key feature will affect the γ α more, which makes γ α be more distinguishable than γ to differentiate images of different classes.
Conclusion
In this paper, aiming to improve the computer vision system the ability of learning from few images, we analyze the problems of previous Meta learning approaches, and proposed our viewpoint that the attention mechanism is very helpful for Meta learner, besides, the Meta learner should be trained on the high representations of the input image instead of the original high dimensional RGB image, and it should own the ability of leveraging the past learned knowledge to accurately express the input image into high representaions. Based on our viewpoint, we design two methods: AML and RAML. Both of our methods work successful, and attain state-of-the-art performance on several few shot learning benchmarks, and revealing the reliability of our viewpoint and methods.
